INTRODUCING NATE + JEREMIAH FOR LIVING SPACES

LIVE BEAUTIFULLY WITH AN EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION BY Nate Berkus and Jeremiah Brent
NATE + JEREMIAH FOR LIVING SPACES

Celebrated interior designers, Nate Berkus and Jeremiah Brent, bring you an elevated, exclusive collection for Living Spaces. Inspired by their travels and the things they have collected along the way. Each piece was designed to be mixed with what you already have and love, to help you create rooms that have the power to tell your story.

INSPIRED: LIV SOFA

The sofa Nate and Jeremiah always imagined in their own home—but couldn’t find at a reasonable price—this piece is their tribute to French interior designer and decorator, Jean-Michel Frank. His signature look of understated luxury is reflected in their use of Shearling inspired upholstery and a channeled back design.
**WHITLEY SECTIONAL**
Featuring strong rectangular lines and a deep, low-profile, the Whitley sectional is Nate and Jeremiah's family room solution. In fact, it's inspired by a vintage sofa they found on their travels and live with in their own home.

**• HIDE + CHIC •**
The NORAH STORAGE OTTOMAN delivers on promises of practicality and comfort, plus it looks great. For a more sophisticated feel, Nate and Jeremiah crafted this piece with clean lines and luxe materials. But you can — and should — rest your feet on it.

**CUSTOMIZE IT SPECIAL ORDER**
All of the pieces in Nate and Jeremiah's seating collection are available for Special Order, so you can choose from their hand-curated fabrics and customize any of their designs for your home. Learn more about the program in store.
The Latest

Nate and Jeremiah’s free-spirit SOANE SECTIONAL captures the wild and whimsical style of the 1960s. They love the bold color – a risk they’ll admit, but one definitely worth taking. With its tight back and curved shape, this piece could work in both a modern or traditional space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.</td>
<td>SOANE</td>
<td>$2,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.</td>
<td>LIV</td>
<td>$850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.</td>
<td>MOHAVE</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.</td>
<td>MOHAVE Footstool/Ottoman</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.</td>
<td>PALO</td>
<td>$795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.</td>
<td>Accent Pillow - Monaco Coffee 22&quot;</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.</td>
<td>Accent Pillow - Monaco Mondo 22&quot;</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.</td>
<td>Accent Pillow - Sheepskin Natural 18&quot;x22&quot;</td>
<td>$59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.</td>
<td>Assorted Patterned Grey Flower Pot</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perch Potential

For easy additional seating, Nate and Jeremiah designed the pill-shaped MOHAVE FOOTSTOOL/OTTOMAN. Place by your coffee table or tucked underneath a console; it’s a stylish spot to land.
WE'RE OBSESSED

The ultra-contemporary highlight of Nate and Jeremiah's collection, their GWEN SOFA AND CHAIR are inspired by the modern architectural works of Zaha Hadid – ‘Queen of the Curve’ – and Santiago Calatrava, whose structures are heavily influenced by sculpture and movement.
### Ames Collection

The epitome of comfortable luxury, Nate and Jeremiah’s Ames Collection is elegant yet easy to live with. From the sofa’s soft, velvety upholstery to brass-capped tapered legs, special details abound and are inspired by mid-century Italian and Northern Italian design.

#### Product List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>243573</td>
<td>Ames Sofa</td>
<td>$995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243572</td>
<td>Ames Chair</td>
<td>$660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243256</td>
<td>Pacifica Woven Accent Chair</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214042</td>
<td>Chloe Gold &amp; Marble Floor Lamp</td>
<td>$249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243905</td>
<td>Chloe Accent Pillow - Edger Graphix</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243911</td>
<td>Chloe Accent Pillow - Sheepskin Gray</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243915</td>
<td>Chloe Accent Pillow - Monaco Coal</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217391</td>
<td>Thin Gold Trim 36” Round Mirror</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105185</td>
<td>White Marble Tray</td>
<td>$218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SOFT SPOT

Nate and Jeremiah’s **Chloe Cocktail Ottoman** brings Danish mid-century style and function to the living room, and adds just a hint of Hollywood flair.
Inspired: MATTEO COLLECTION
With curved shield-style frames, button tufting and sleek metal legs, the designs in Nate and Jeremiah’s Matteo Collection take inspiration from 1930s France, as well as modern-day California.

MORE TO EXPLORE +
Shop the entire exclusive seating collection from Nate and Jeremiah. visit livingspaces.com/nateandjeremiah
• KEEP IT UP •

Many antique kitchen tables included shallow drawers in their aprons for storing utensils. To keep the tradition alive, “keeping drawers” are added here for tucking away napkins, placemats, even craft items.

Welcome to Magnolia Home by Joanna Gaines

“These collections are filled with pieces that are unexpected, unique & when blended together, create the perfect space for your family to call home.”

- Joanna Gaines
“Every piece really came from a true place of inspiration.”

- JOANNA GAINES

[In Depth] ARCHITECTURAL GENRE

The PARADIGM SOFA & RENEW ACCENT CHAIR perfectly capture the spirit of deconstructed, vintage-meets-new styling. Their visible wooden framework, burlap fabric and split tack nailheads expose the beauty of typically hidden details.
WE'RE OBSESSED
The vintage-style metal TRELIS BED features a higher profile headboard and a mix of vertical and horizontal elements that are accented by ball finials and dainty castings.

WE'RE OBSESSED
The vintage-style metal TRELIS BED features a higher profile headboard and a mix of vertical and horizontal elements that are accented by ball finials and dainty castings.

01  216125  TRELIS Queen Panel Bed  $648
02  216073  SADDLE BACK BUREAU  $949
03  216069  PETITE ROSETTE Chimney Accent Table  $299
04  219510  KIVI Eng/Matl Reg 94"x12"   $849
05  89962   WELLS Crystal Table Lamp  $185
06  215587  Basketweave Fringe Grey/Charcoal Accent Pillow 22"  $129
07  219599  Navy/White Asymmetrical Stripe Accent Pillow 13"x21"  $209
Inspired LIBRARY CHEST

Ancient maps and old documents were stored in tall library cabinets like this. For an antique-inspired look, this version boasts a two-tone finish.

- ON A PEDESTAL -

When it comes to small space dining, the TOP TIER DINING TABLE is the perfect fit. From sturdy pine construction and a salvaged wood finish, to the cottage-style scalloped apron and v-planked top, this sweet piece is equal parts durable and adorable.
MORE TO EXPLORE > WALDEN COLLECTION

Cherished china and meaningful mementos have 2 potential places to call home: our grand Walden curio – which features 2 bottom drawers, enclosed glass shelving and touch lighting – plus, the coordinating Walden buffet.

Find both at livingspaces.com

Celebrate life’s moments in a home you love.

Make every day more stylish with thoughtfully-designed collections from LIVING SPACES.
MORE TO EXPLORE • KINCAID BEDROOM COLLECTION

With 5 unique bed designs and multiple storage pieces to choose from, you can create the perfect bedroom from this collection. See everything at livingspaces.com.

Get Smart • KINCAID COLLECTION

Don’t let the traditional details fool you... our Kincaid nightstand is made for today’s tech-savvy bedrooms. The design includes two power outlets for plugging in devices, plus a lamp assist feature, which connects an additional outlet for your lamp to a touch sensor that allows you to easily control the lighting.

• COOL DETAIL •

Extra storage is always welcome, and this bed even lets you keep things neatly tucked away with 2 drawers in the footboard.
Like all Special Order items, our Special Order Plus collections can be made to fit your taste and space. The “Plus” side is, we’ve added more levels of customization. Once you choose your features, we’ll build the design to your specifications at no extra charge and send your piece in as little as 2 weeks.

1. CHOOSE ARM STYLE •

- Karen ROLL ARM
- Marissa ENGLISH ROLL ARM
- Josephine TRACK ARM

01. 217256 KAREN Sofa $1995
dw
02. 213812 KAREN Loveseat $1800
dw
03. 213809 KAREN Accent Chair $1395
dw
04. 225377 CANDICE II Storage Cocktail Table $475
05. 225385 CANDICE II End Table $350
06. 209282 FORD Bookcase $795
07. 221534 ROSLIN Antique Silver 5-Light Chandelier $250
08. 207455 Metallic Textured White Accent Pillow 18” $35
09. 227044 Feathered Tray Set $45
10. 78889 Wooden CandleHolders 3-pc Set $47
We have a variety of sectional components – including sleepers – which you can arrange to achieve the perfect fit in your space.
Bring updated traditional style to your living room with the MARISSA ACCENT CHAIR. It features English Roll arms – also known as Charles of London arms – which are distinguished by subtle curves and pleating.

Upholstery is key to a design’s personality, and you can pick from our array of color, texture and pattern options to edit the look and feel of your piece.

**SPECIAL ORDER PLUS**

3. CHOOSE FABRICS:
WE'RE OBSESSED
Add long-lasting beauty, functionality and quality to your retreat with our **CANDICE II BEDROOM COLLECTION**.

For a traditional yet updated look, these hardwood and oak veneer designs feature a handsome gray finish, and the sleigh bed boasts nailhead-trimmed fabric panels.

---

Get Smart • CANDICE II COLLECTION
With 2 power outlets and 2 USB ports built into the nightstand and bunching chest, all of your devices can plug in and charge right up.

---

**CANDICE II**
- **QUEEN SLEIGH BED**: $695
- **BUNCHING CHEST OF DRAWERS**: $550
- **3-DRAWER NIGHTSTAND**: $495
- **SAND RUG 96”X120”**: $55
- **TABLE LAMP**: $195
- **BRONZE STARBURST ACCENT PILLOW 20”**: $35
WE’RE OBSESSED
Fact: Our VALENCIA 2-ARM BENCH is easy enough to create an inviting nook anywhere, from formal dining rooms, to casual mudrooms, to charming entryways.

BEST OF LS

VALENCIA DINING
Our Valencia dining collection’s combination of old and new has resonated with everyone so much so that we now offer a casual height version of the set, including a weathered finish table, the signature pew bench, solid pine slat back chairs, and server with boundless durability and hospitality.

1. 101494 VALENCIA 72” Extension Trestle Dining Table $620
2. 101497 VALENCIA 2-Arm Bench $290
3. 101495 VALENCIA Side Chair $145
4. 101492 VALENCIA Server $695
5. 108380 MERICK Washed Denim Rug 94”x130” $495
6. 104554 ROSILYN Antique Silver 5-Light Chandelier $250
7. 203002 9” Silver Triumph Vase $29

EXCLUSIVELY ONLINE
WE'RE OBSESSED

From construction to function, our DAMON II STORAGE BED is a winner. The fully upholstered frame and tall, tall headboard make a great first impression, and the pull-out footboard conveniently stores your extra layers. This design even features a sturdy Euro slat system, so you don't need a box spring. Talk about overachieving.

MORE TO EXPLORE • DAMON COLLECTION

We offer storage and panel versions of our Damon II bed. Choose the perfect option for your room at livingspaces.com.

$1689 DAMON II Queen Upholstered Platform Bed w/Storage $595

$5575 LIVINGSTON 2-Drawer Nightstand $350

$10452 Black & Tan Brushed Table Lamp $350 EXCLUSIVELY ONLINE

$10870 ZOYA Natural Rug 5'6"x9' $495

$85195 TIE DYE LINES Indigo Accent Pillow 18" $25

$209915 Indigo Brushstrokes Accent Pillow 22" $59

$108604 Aged Denim Accent Pillow 22" $65

everyday deal $595

DAMON II QUEEN STORAGE BED
Like all Special Order items, our Special Order Plus collections can be made to fit your taste and space. The “Plus” side is, we’ve added more levels of customization. Once you choose your features, we’ll build the design to your specifications at no extra charge and send your piece in as little as 2 weeks.

1. CHOOSE ARM STYLE
2. CHOOSE CUSHION FILL
3. CHOOSE CONFIGURATION
4. CHOOSE FABRICS
Because these sectional pieces don’t have clips, you can pull them apart, give them color, and arrange them any way you want.

We build these collections from start to finish in our very own California factory, where fabric is skillfully sewn, springs are carefully installed, cushions are hand-filled and quality is ensured by our dedicated team of craftsmen.
BEST OF LS

SIERRA DOWN SECTIONAL

“This is by far the best couch my wife and I have purchased. It is the most comfortable, from day one. You won’t regret this purchase!”
–Matt, CA

WE’RE OBSESSED

Made to match our SIERRA DOWN SECTIONAL, our expansive SIERRA DOWN SQUARE COCKTAIL OTTOMAN coordinates in size, shape and fabric. It also has a soft yet sturdy foam cushion surface for resting legs, extra guests and trays of snacks and accents.
THE LATEST  Worry-Free Upholstery

Accidents happen, especially when your upholstery meets your family. Now, you can handle those spills, spots and stains with our super-cleanable, extra-durable performance fabric options. They’re designed to tackle the inevitable, so you can bring on the mess and keep upholstery looking its best. Learn more about our performance fabric collections in store.

made for you by LIVING SPACES
Through our Special Order Plus program, our Cohen, Mercer, Sierra, Harper and Mesa collections are available with foam or down-blend seat cushions. While foam seating has a firmer, sturdier feel, down-blend seating provides sink-in softness.
Get Smart • RILEY BEDROOM

In this day and age, the more tech-savvy your furniture can be, the better. That’s why we offer smart designs like our Riley bedroom collection.

• Charge phones and tablets from USB ports located on both sides of this headboard.
• Plug electronics into the back of our two-drawer nightstand, which features convenient power outlets.
• Control cord clutter by running wires through the media cutout in our one-drawer nightstand.

• HELLO, STORAGE! •

As if smart features weren’t impressive enough, the RILEY STORAGE BED that has two drawers for blankets, sheets and towels.

MORE TO EXPLORE • RILEY COLLECTION

With two finishes and multiple designs to choose from, you’ll find the perfect piece for your retreat on livingspaces.com.

106684 RILEY Brownstone Queen Panel Bed w/Storage $595
106685 RILEY Brownstone 1-Drawer Nightstand $250
106705 RILEY Greystone Queen Panel Bed w/Storage $595
105968 BONE WHITE STRIATIONS Table Lamp $105
102108 Marine Washed Velvet Accent Pillow 14”x20” $35
99842 FIONA Teal Accent Throw EXCLUSIVELY ON-LINE
Come supper time, everyone will be ready to break bread at our Chandler Dining Table. You can thank a handsome trestle base for its subtle farmhouse style, and an extension leaf for accommodating larger gatherings. Get the entire 7-piece set for $895!
Get Smart • BROOKE BEDROOM COLLECTION

Equipped with tons of tech-savvy features, our Brooke bedroom collection lets you kiss low battery worries and cord chaos goodbyes.

- Both sides of this headboard have power outlets and compatible touch sensors for turning lamps on and off easily.
- In addition to power outlets and a USB port in the top drawer, our nightstand includes three-setting LED lighting at the bottom, so you can always see where you’re going.

• SPACE SAVER •

Need space to store off-season outfits? Two drawers in our BROOKE STORAGE BED keep ’em close, but out of sight and mind. See it without storage at livingspaces.com.
In Depth: MACKENZIE SLEEPER
Stylish track arm sofa by day, comfy bed by night, our deluxe Mackenzie sleeper allows you to transform any space into a guest room. Overnighters will wake up feeling their best thanks to an innovative support system, plush high-density foam mattress and sleek mechanism that work together to offer a quiet, restful experience.
When it comes to authenticity, durability and natural beauty, no material does it better than wood. Just look at our solid pine Ashton bedroom collection! For a reclaimed look and feel, the designs feature rough-hewn surfaces and alternating planks that are sand-blasted, wire-brushed and accented with bandsaw marks.

More To Explore + Ashton Bedroom Collection
Find additional details about the collection that has it all on livingspaces.com.
THE LATEST

Our vintage modern ANSON SECTIONAL seamlessly marries timeless design elements with on-trend details. Fans of old and new will love this comfortable, low-profile lounge, which features a shelter-height frame and tufted, tight cushions that bring mid-century flair. For a contemporary twist, this stunner also features natural steel legs.
COSETTE Leather Sofa $1,295
COSETTE Leather Cocktail Ottoman $495
COSETTE Accent Chair $475
VERONA Sofa Table $795
BRIGHTON Nesting Accent Tables 3pc Set $150
LONE BUFFALO Art $175
VERONA Round Accent Tables 60” $150
VERONA Round Accent Table Large $75
Heritage Linen Oval Accent Pillow 22” $59
Cane Tray $59
Teak Bowl 5” $29
Teak Bowl $49
Black & White Woven Tray 21” $49
Black & White Woven Basket $49

WE’RE OBSESSED
Upholstered in premium 100% top grain leather, our COSETTE SOFA looks and feels irresistible. Mid-century modern details – from sleek lines, to splayed legs, to button tufting – come together to create the ultimate chill spot. Pair it with the coordinating cocktail ottoman and wood-framed accent chair for bonus points.
WE’VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR A WOOD DINING SET FOR OUR COTTAGE AND FOUND THIS BEAUTIFUL SET FOR A REASONABLE PRICE. THE TABLE WITH EXTENSION IS LONG ENOUGH TO SEAT 10 COMFORTABLY. THE QUALITY IS SUPER, THE TABLE AND CHAIRS ARE SOLIDLY BUILT AND LOOK LIKE THEY WILL LAST FOR A LONG TIME. WE LOVE THE STYLE, IT’S RUSTIC WITH A TOUCH OF MODERN DESIGN.

– Rasta, Laguna Hills
MORE TO EXPLORE:

Each of these sleek pressback recliners come in 3 handsome colors. Shop them all at livingspaces.com.

All Eyes On:

Recliner All-Stars
STARTING AT $395

DANIEL Chocolate Leather Pressback Recliner $595
DANE Flax Pressback Recliner $595
DASH Slate Recliner $595

BEST OF LS

ALLEN BOOKCASE

“This bookcase is stylish and sleek. I purchased three to create a wall that has an impact on the eye. Coupling it with an Allen desk and credenza has made a perfect space for working virtually.”
Dana R, AZ

JOBS WELL DONE

Solid wood in a sandblast finish reinforces our Allen office collection’s strength and finesse. See the complete suite at livingspaces.com.

MORE UP TO EXPLORE:

Each of these sleek pressback recliners come in 3 handsome colors. Shop them all at livingspaces.com.
BENSON DINING

Enjoy quality to the core with our Benson dining collection. Solid oak is the star thanks to a handsome coffee finish and clean lines that accentuate the wood’s unique grain, texture and character.

All Eyes On:
Dinner Party Pals

SIDE CHAIRS AND STOOLS STARTING AT $40

01. 228217 BENSON Rectangle Dining Table $475
02. 220056 BENSON Bench $380
03. 229003 RANGER Side Chair $150
04. 229020 SPECKLED Rug Cobalt/Grey Rug 94”x137” $375
05. 108973 DROP GLASS GLOBE Pendant $195
06. 235713 Blue Drop Ground Vase “$37
07. 235795 White Speckled Vase “$17
08. 235796 White Speckled Vase “$19
09. 109301 Black Metal Baskets 3-pc Set $44
10. 229787 COLE II Orange Side Chair $40
11. 90311 ALEXA White Side Chair $50
12. 229798 COLE II Blue Side Chair $40
13. 90511 KYLE 25” Cobalt Counterstool $150
14. 91120 PATRICK W’ Harlow $250
• ARM CANDY •

With 4 available arm styles, you can go with graceful curves, clean lines or something in between.

1. CHOOSE ARM STYLE •

- Elm ROLL ARM
- Alder TRACK ARM
- Cypress DOME ARM
- Aspen FLARE ARM

CUSTOMIZE IT •

Like all Special Order items, our Special Order Plus collections can be made to fit your taste and space. The “Plus” side is, we’ve added more levels of customization. Once you choose your features, we’ll build the design to your specifications at no extra charge and send your piece in as little as 2 weeks.

SPECIAL ORDER PLUS

1. 207952 ASPEN Sectional $1350
2. 103426 SHELTER Cocktail Table $250
3. 103423 SHELTER End Table $175
4. 110154 SPECTRA Nickel Floor Lamp $159
5. 103099 CONCRETE DRUM Table Lamp $159

Like all Special Order items, our Special Order Plus collections can be made to fit your taste and space. The “Plus” side is, we’ve added more levels of customization. Once you choose your features, we’ll build the design to your specifications at no extra charge and send your piece in as little as 2 weeks.
We have a variety of sectional components— including sleepers—which you can arrange to achieve the perfect fit in your space.

2. BUILD CONFIGURATION:

- LEFT ARM FACING LOVES SEAT
- CORNER WEDGE
- ARMLESS LOVES SEAT
- RIGHT ARM FACING QUEEN SLEEPER
- RIGHT ARM FACING CHAISE
LIVINGSPACES.COM/space.lining/space.lining

FALL/period.lining/two.lining/zero.lining/one.lining/eight.lining

CYPRESS/space.lining/GRANDE 4-pc Sectional/dollar.lining/one.lining/comma.lining/eight.lining/nine.lining/five.lining/space.lining

STRATUS Cocktail Table/dollar.lining/three.lining/nine.lining/five.lining/zero.lining/three.lining/period.lining/space.lining

KATELLA Distressed Smoke Rug 94”x123”/dollar.lining/three.lining/five.lining/zero.lining/four.lining/period.lining/space.lining

CENTRAL PARK BRIDGE Art/dollar.lining/one.lining/nine.lining/five.lining/zero.lining/five.lining/period.lining/space.lining

Clear Column Floor Lamp/dollar.lining/one.lining/nine.lining/five.lining/zero.lining/six.lining/period.lining/space.lining

GREY LEATHER w/ Stitching Accent Pillow 18”/dollar.lining/seven.lining/nine.lining/seven.lining/period.lining/space.lining

Natural Linen Texture Accent Pillow 22”/dollar.lining/five.lining/five.lining

Box Check Navy Accent Pillow 18”/dollar.lining/two.lining/two.lining/nine.lining/period.lining/space.lining

1vory Bohemian Ruffle Accent Pillow 22”/dollar.lining/six.lining/five.lining/period.lining/space.lining

• DEPTH PERCEPTION •
We offer standard seating and extra deep seating, so you can get the look and feel you’re most comfortable with.

SPECIAL ORDER PLUS

3. CHOOSE SEAT DEPTH:
Whether you prefer to go wild or play it safe with color, our SPECIAL ORDER fabrics cover the full spectrum.

4. CHOOSE FABRICS:

• COLOR MAKEOVER •
Trend Getters

PILLOWS STARTING AT $29

01. 233238
SHIBORI INDIGO 1 Accent Pillow 18” $29
02. 233224
Indigo Stripe Goat Skin Accent Pillow 14” $59
03. 233292
Rope Textured Diamond Accent Pillow 21” $69
04. 213523
Aged Denim Accent Pillow 30” $59
05. 233204
SHIBORI INDIGO II Accent Pillow 18” $29
06. 233232
Taupes Western Tassel Accent Pillow 22” $69
07. 233272
Cotton Velvets Pom Poms Camel Accent Pillow 20” $59
08. 233261
RAINDROPS Accent Pillow 18” $29
09. 233295
SHIBORI Light Blue Accent Pillow 18” $29
10. 239280
SPECKLED Shag Cobalt/Grey Rug 94”x127” $395
11. 233225
Wht Stripes Ivory And Grey Accent Pillow 20” $79
12. 233281
SHIBORI Grey Accent Pillow 18” $29
13. 235360
Indigo & Ivory Brush Fringe Del Sol Accent Pillow 14”x20” $69
14. 213539
SHIFT MOTION Blue Art $195
15. 108450
STEEL II Upc Art $295
16. 106405
Gold Horizon Art $59
17. 233271
Black Line Abstract Art $150
18. 235378
Aqua & Copper Abstract Art $195
19. 235388
SPECKLED Mag. Exhibit/Grey Rug 94”x127” $395
20. 233282
SHIBORI INDIGO III Accent Pillow 18” $29
Our ELEMENTS assortment is constantly evolving to include the newest, most awe-inspiring items. What you find today may not be around tomorrow, so make your discovery in stores or at livingspaces.com now.
Transports and transform your home with one-of-a-kind pieces curated from around the world. Authentic in design, unique by nature, ELEMENTS come in small quantities for a limited time only, so don’t wait! Find your treasure in store and at livingspaces.com.
CUSTOMIZE IT
Tailor the Haven collection to your space by choosing from our Special Order configuration and fabric options. Learn more in store and at livingspaces.com.

Haven Sectional
You’ll sink right into our Haven 3-piece sectional’s cloud-like cushions, which are generously filled with a hypoallergenic down alternative. Come experience this laidback lounge and its extraordinary softness in-store, and you’ll wonder whether you’ve entered Haven or heaven.

MORE TO EXPLORE > HAVEN COLLECTION
In addition to a 3-piece sectional in grey linen blend, we offer our Haven sofa and chair in beige linen blend. Different pieces, same phenomenal look and feel.

01. 208176 HAVEN Sectional $2,495
02. 208186 HAVEN Sofa $995
03. 208169 HAVEN Chair $795
04. 101831 WOOL TWED Dark Grey 96”X120” $495
05. 100086 MIXED TRIBAL Grey Rug 67”X90” $550
06. 1383 PASSIO IRON Table Lamp $150
07. 709052 DERHOF Silver Striped Accent Throw $45
08. 100011 COGNAC LEATHER Accent Pillow 22” $75

COST-CONSCIOUS
Our Haven collection is designed for your budget, style, and comfort. Each piece is crafted with care and attention to detail, ensuring durability and lasting value.

LIVINGSAPCES.COM / FALL 2018
MORE TO EXPLORE > LEIGHTON BED
You’ll also find the elegant Leighton bed without a footboard on livingspaces.com.

BEST OF LS

LEIGHTON BED
“This piece goes perfectly in our master bedroom. It was very easy to put together and the headboard is soft enough to allow you to sit up and watch TV or read a book. Really glad we bought this item! And the price was right too.”
-Ninergirl24, Danville

MORE TO EXPLORE > LEIGHTON BED
You’ll also find the elegant Leighton bed without a footboard on livingspaces.com.

BEST OF LS

LEIGHTON BED
“This piece goes perfectly in our master bedroom. It was very easy to put together and the headboard is soft enough to allow you to sit up and watch TV or read a book. Really glad we bought this item! And the price was right too.”
-Ninergirl24, Danville

MORE TO EXPLORE > LEIGHTON BED
You’ll also find the elegant Leighton bed without a footboard on livingspaces.com.
MORE TO EXPLORE • MANSFIELD COLLECTION
Discover Your Options

WE’RE OBSESSED

Sure, we love what’s happening outside our MANSFIELD SOFA – from the shelter-height back, to the graceful roll arms, to the deep button tufting – but inside is just as exceptional. Its kiln-dried solid hardwood frame, 8-way hand-tied suspension and thick down blend cushions are as deluxe as it gets.

CHOOSE THE SIZE
• 96” SOFA
• 86” SOFA
• CHAIR

CHOOSE THE UPHOLSTERY
• BEIGE LINEN
• GRAPHITE VELVET
• COCOA LEATHER

MORE TO EXPLORE • MANSFIELD COLLECTION
Discover Your Options

CHOOSE THE SIZE
• 96” SOFA
• 86” SOFA
• CHAIR

CHOOSE THE UPHOLSTERY
• BEIGE LINEN
• GRAPHITE VELVET
• COCOA LEATHER

MORE TO EXPLORE • MANSFIELD COLLECTION
Discover Your Options

WE’RE OBSESSED
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Get Smart • FOUNDRY NIGHTSTAND
Stay completely connected and fully charged with 2 USB ports and 2 power outlets, plus a "lamp assist" feature for touch lighting control.
style tip:
Two for the Show
Double up on your Foundry bookcase for twice the impact and organization in your office. By flanking the Foundry writing desk with this lofty shelving unit, you can create a bold built-in effect. See more of the Foundry collection at livingspaces.com.
Discover Your Options

CHOOSE THE TABLE
• ROUND
• RECTANGLE
• COUNTER HEIGHT

CHOOSE THE SEATING
• FABRIC CHAIR
• WOOD CHAIR
• BENCH
• FABRIC COUNTER STOOL
• WOOD COUNTER STOOL

CHOOSE THE STORAGE
• WINE CABINET
• SIDEBOARD

SEE EVERYTHING AT LIVINGSACES.COM
Inspired: CADEN COLLECTION

Prepare to be transported at every meal with our Caden dining collection’s rustic European-style designs. Made of sustainable, plantation-grown reclaimed pine, the hand-crafted trestle table and bench are worthy of a countryside villa. Carved details, planked construction and a hand-distressed desert finish highlight the wood’s authentic grain, color and texture variations.
ASHLAND 18" Barstool $240
LYNN 18" Barstool $160
JAXON Upholstered Side Chair $210
CLINT Side Chair $230
ASHLAND 30" Barstool $215
LYNN 30" Barstool $215
JAXON Upholstered Side Chair $770
CLINT Side Chair $882
KENT Dining Chair $818
PEARSON White Slipcovered Side Chair $210
BURLINGTON Metal Bench With Wooden Seat $210
CHESWICK Mineral 26" Counterstool $218
MERINA Woven Jute Blue/Brown Rug 96"x120" $236
WHITE WASH Tall Vase 20" $241
WHITE WASH Vase 9" $241
KOLKATA DAMASK Rug 30"x96" $842
SONATA Seagrass Rug 60"x96" $1054
TINLEY Flowers Rug 96"x120" $1048
GEO Woven Natural Wool Rug 96"x120" $203
81813 KENT Dining Chair $230
205029 PEARSON White Slipcovered Side Chair $210
210383 BURLINGTON Metal Bench With Wooden Seat $210
210855 CHESWICK Mineral 26" Counterstool $218
84215 KOLKATA DAMASK Rug 30"x96" $203

All Eyes On: The Layered Look
RUGS STARTING AT $150
TALIN POWER RECLING SOFA W/ USB

“I work from home and don’t enjoy being at a desk for hours on end. Being able to keep my phone and tablet plugged into the USB rather than my laptop is super handy. Also, when I want to take a break or am done for the day, I can kick back the recliner and relax. Very comfortable and looks amazing.”

–Adam, CA
WE'RE OBSESSED

Our TATUM SECTIONAL can convert even the toughest recliner critics into total fanatics. Designed with an eye for sophistication and a knack for motion, it boasts top-grain leather seating, gunmetal legs and multi-position ratchet headrests you can push down to streamline and lift up to support.
**In Depth**

**KRISTEN GREY**

**POWER RECLINING SECTIONAL**

It’s official — we’ve entered a new generation of luxury lounging. Power reclining and aniline-dyed leather seating lay the foundation for premium relaxation, while adjustable headrests, USB ports and a console with cup holders make you feel like you’ve arrived ... and you have.

MORE TO EXPLORE > **KRISTEN COLLECTION**

You can get this collection in Slate or Silver Grey and build a custom configuration with your choice of modular pieces. Learn more in stores and at livingspaces.com

WE’RE OBSESSED

Available in 3 colors, the **AMALA CHAIR AND OTTOMAN** deliver all the comfort, quality and finesse of their iconic predecessors, but at a fraction of the price. Sit and experience top grain leather upholstery, a reclining back and adjustable headrest, plus a metal swivel base, which has a memory return feature that spins back to your original position.
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Available in 3 colors, the **AMALA CHAIR AND OTTOMAN** deliver all the comfort, quality and finesse of their iconic predecessors, but at a fraction of the price. Sit and experience top grain leather upholstery, a reclining back and adjustable headrest, plus a metal swivel base, which has a memory return feature that spins back to your original position.
THE LATEST

Comfortable, durable and extremely affordable, the MALIA COLLECTION features our lowest-priced power reclining designs. Even at these incredible values, the level of style and quality is as exceptional as ever, thanks to kiln-dried solid hardwood frames, supportive innerspring foam cushions and high-performance fabric with handsome contrast stitching. All pieces even have USB ports for charging devices.

01. 217617 MALIA Power Reclining Sofa $595
02. 217618 MALIA Power Recliner $395
03. 110901 FORMA Cocktail Table $450
04. 110901 FORMA End Table $155
05. 110901 FORMA Console Table $450
06. 209226 LILLY Outdoor Accent Table $79
07. 218569 White Porcelain Backless $995 all-events
08. 218570 KIMORA Hide Steel Rug 96" x 132" $995
09. 213156 Aqua & Copper Abstract 36" x 48" $129
10. 103588 Spinning Top Table Lamp $79 EXCLUSIVELY ONLINE

everyday deal

$595 MALIA POWER RECLINING SOFA
Get Smart • CLYDE RECLINING COLLECTION

Your downtime is about to get a major upgrade with our deluxe Clyde sofa. Unwind instantly with top grain leather seating, power reclining and power headrests – a match made in relaxation heaven. To sweeten time-out sessions, allow the USB ports to charge up your devices.

MORE TO EXPLORE • CLYDE RECLINING COLLECTION

See it in Saddle and Grey, and discover 3-piece sectional configurations at livingspaces.com.
Our Marcus power reclining collection is here to take care of all your lounging needs. Let the pampering begin with this 6-piece sectional, which features durable high-performance fabric, 3 recliners and 2 power adjustable headrests that you can control for personalized comfort and support. It also includes USB ports that charge devices, cupholders that secure drinks and a storage compartment that hides accessories.

Get Smart • MARCUS RECLINING COLLECTION

To customize this collection for your living room, you can build your own sectional configuration with the modular components and choose from 3 color options.
Inspired: KENNETH BED
Sleep chic with our mid-century modern-like Kenneth bed. With tons of signature retro details – from tapered legs, to clean lines, to button tufting – it’s hard to believe this design is offered for so much less.

everyday deal
$295
KENNETH QUEEN BED
**BEST OF LS**

**ALBANY BEDROOM COLLECTION**

This furniture is really beautiful! Our room is not very large, so we didn’t want massive furniture. We were looking for something with nice lines, not too fussy, functional and of good quality. We love this furniture! Our mattress even feels better than it did on its metal frame. The delivery people were professional and on time. The entire experience, from purchasing to set up, was great.

– MoonMomma, AZ

- *everyday deal $295*
- **ALBANY QUEEN BED**

**style tip:**

**Wall in Love**

The striking contrast of bright white furniture and lush, dark wall color can elevate any space. Add an accent shelf with cascading plants for a touch of natural whimsy.

01. 71492 ALBANY Queen Panel Bed $295
02. 71484 ALBANY Nightstand $130
03. 71481 ALBANY Dresser $350
04. 71483 ALBANY Chest of Drawers $295
05. 204810 TORDI Mocha Rug 96”x132” $1,095
06. 93092 NATURAL AGATE GRID Art $199
07. 105115 TWISTED ROPE Table Lamp $95
08. 106956 2pc Set Wood Map Inlay Box $39
09. 209524 Trunk Decor On A Stand 21” $64
Neutral, versatile, comfortable style is what our LUCY 2-PIECE SECTIONAL is all about. The plush yet streamlined piece features a design that fits how you live in your living room. Available in left-facing and right-facing configurations, this is the ultimate destination.

Visit livingspaces.com to see all of the items available in this collection, from grey and dark grey options to sleeper sectional and sleeper sofa designs.
The new trend in entertaining, counter height dining has been perfected with our HYLAND TABLE. Lofty and sturdy, it features a built-in Lazy Susan for easy serving, plus a bottom shelf for convenient storing. You know you’ll love eating, drinking and gathering here.

MORE TO EXPLORE \nLONDON COLLECTION
Not only do you have a choice between white and grey upholstery, you can pick from multiple designs, including sleeper sofas and sofa chaise configurations. Make your decision at livingspaces.com.

WE'RE OBSESSED
Enjoy mid-century modern style at its most affordable with our LONDON OPTICAL SOFA. You’ll love the tight, grid-tuffed back, track arms and tapered beech wood legs, which can be removed for easy delivery. From solid construction, to tailored, durable upholstery, every detail reflects meticulous craftsmanship, exceptional quality and outstanding value.
LIVINGSPACES.COM FALL 2018

AQUARIUS Dark Grey Sofa $495

AQUARIUS Dark Grey Chair $299

ALLURE Cocktail Table $180

ALLURE End Table $179

CHARTREUSE Horizon Art 50" $795

SPECTRA Black Floor Lamp $95

Robert Egg Washed Velvet Accent Pillow 20" x 1" $35

Robert Egg Washed Velvet Accent Pillow 18" $35

206440 AQUARIUS Light Grey 2-pc Sectional w/LAF Chaise $695

206418 COSMOS Natural Chair $195

206418 COSMOS Natural Sofa $350

206402 COSMOS Grey 2-pc Sectional w/RAF Chaise $595

MORE TO EXPLORE • AQUARIUS • COSMOS COLLECTIONS
Both of these collections are available in 2 colors, and both feature sofa group and sectional seating options. Make your decision at livingspaces.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>ALLIE Jade Sofa</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>ALLIE Jade Accent Chair</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>CHEVRON 3 in 1 Pack Tables</td>
<td>$220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>TRAE Accent Table</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Block Line Abstract Art</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Wood Hex Wall Mirror 33”x41”</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>OHBBIE Ash Rug 91”x157”</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>White &amp; Gold Mid Table Lamp</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>VANDILLA Desk Lamp</td>
<td>$129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SHIBORI INDIGO III Accent Pillow</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Grey Leather Accent Mirror 22”</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Grey &amp; Gold Cement Planter</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>OMBRE Ash Rug 91”x157”</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>White &amp; Gold Mid Table Lamp</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>VANDILLA Desk Lamp</td>
<td>$129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SHIBORI INDIGO III Accent Pillow</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Grey Leather Accent Mirror 22”</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Grey &amp; Gold Cement Planter</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inspired: ALLIE JADE SOFA**

Get a chic retro look for way less with our fun, fresh Allie Jade sofa. Mid-century modern features – like clean curves, a grid-tufted tight back and splayed beech wood legs that detach for easy delivery – will transform your living room. Available at one of our lowest prices, this piece doesn’t sacrifice on style or quality. We even have it in grey and offer sleepers as part of this collection.
THE LATEST

When it comes to small space dining, you can consider this to be one of the most desirable, affordable options available. Our CARLY 5-PIECE DINING SET turns every meal into a cause for celebration with its fresh, on-trend mid-century designs. Sturdy, stylish wood and wood veneer ensure quality and value. We also offer a triangle table for even smaller spaces.

01. 228238 CARLY 5-pc Rectangle Dining Set $495
02. 229095 AUSTIN 72" Bookcase $795
03. 233240 LUZ 8 Light Pendant $350
04. 233731 Black Line Matrix Art $150
05. 227190 Wood Art White Van 14" $25
06. 207996 Metal Cactus Décor 13" $21
07. 205379 30 Minutes Black Sand Timer $15
08. 229353 Ceramic Planter-Assorted Colors $15
SPECIAL FINANCING AVAILABLE*
*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See livingspaces.com for details.